
Talking to Girls 
about Porn



#TimesUp on Culture’s Message That 
8åĵ°ĬåƉjÅģåÎƋĜĀÎ°ƋĜŅĹƉFŸƉ)ĵŞŅƵåųĵåĹƋ

“Society’s stereotype is all wrong when it comes to this issue. It’s time for 
ĈóÏºđĩ�đó�ĸê�ááĩ�óèº�đó�đÌº�Ąº�áÏį�đÏóê�đÌ�đ�ĀóĄê�ÏĈ�êó�áóêÆºĄ�ÛėĈđ�ɫ��Æėĩ�đÌÏêÆɐɭ�

With the increased availability of internet porn in the last decade, women are 
«ºóèÏêÆ�ÛėĈđ��Ĉ��đÏĢº�óê�����ĈÏđºĈ��Ĉ�èºêɐ�zÌÏĈ�ÏĈêɭđ�ÛėĈđ���Æėĩ�ĀĄó«áºèɐ�9đɭĈ���

human problem.” —Fight the New Drug 

Male porn use certainly takes a heavy toll on women, but it’s a serious mistake to think that 
pornography is a “guy’s problem.” While research shows that more men than women view 
porn, female porn use is on the rise, particularly among young adults and teenagers. According 
to Fight the New Drug, “Probably one of the biggest and longest-held myths in our society is 
that it is normal for guys to watch porn, and included in that false belief is the idea that girls 
don’t watch porn.”

It’s crucial that we talk to our daughters about pornography. Even if they don’t struggle with 
looking at porn themselves (and we shouldn’t assume they don’t or won’t merely because they 
�Ąº�Äºè�áºɟɊ�đÌºĩ��Ąº�áÏĢÏêÆ�Ïê��ê�ÏêĄº�ĈÏêÆáĩ�ĀóĄêÏĸº³�ėáđėĄºɐ�zÌºĩ��Ąº�ĈėĄĄóėê³º³�«ĩ�đÌº�
lies that porn is telling women about their sexuality. It is quite possible they struggle with lust 
and other sexual temptations aside from porn. And the chances are extremely high that they 
will date and/or marry a man who has struggled with a porn addiction. It is important that we 
prepare them for that reality and help them navigate it well.

%ŅĹűƋƉƵŅĵåĹƉĵ°ĜĹĬƼƉĬĜĩåƉåųŅƋĜÎ°ũ
When many people think about women using porn, they assume most of them are 
reading steamy novels. Erotic stories do tend to be a type of porn that appeals to 
women, as the highly popular 50 Shades of Grey trilogy demonstrates. 50 Shades is a 
ĈºĄÏºĈ�óÄ�ºĄóđÏ�Ąóè�êº�êóĢºáĈ�Äº�đėĄÏêÆ���Ĉ�³óè�ĈóÌÏĈđÏ�Ąºá�đÏóêĈÌÏĀɐ�zÌº�«óóÞĈɊ�
commonly dubbed “mommy porn,” have been made into three movies. 

Despite the growing number of women who are viewing porn online, we think it’s 
worth acknowledging that women do tend to be drawn to sexual content framed within 
the context of romance, something we might call “emotional porn.” When we say 
women are drawn to “emotional porn,” we mean they derive pleasure from romantic 
and sexual feelings that should only happen between two people within the intimacy of 
marriage. Emotional porn awakens romantic, sexual desires separate from a real-life 
situation and portrays sexual love in an ėêĄº�áÏĈđÏ��ê³�ÏèĀóĈĈÏ«áĩ�ÄėáĸááÏêÆ�áÏÆÌđ. 

�ÌÏáº�ĀÌĩĈÏ�á�ó«ÛºđÏĸ�đÏóê�đºê³Ĉ�đó�«º�èóĄº�óÄ���đºèĀđ�đÏóê�ÄóĄ�èºêɊ�ģº�óėá³��ĄÆėº�
đÌ�đ�ºèóđÏóê�á�ó«ÛºđÏĸ�đÏóê�ÏĈ�ɞÆºêºĄ�ááĩɟ���ÆĄº�đºĄ�đºèĀđ�đÏóê�ÄóĄ�ģóèºêɐ��óèºê�
need to guard themselves, not only against sexual fantasies but also against only 
valuing men for what they can do for them romantically. If a woman forms patterns of 
đÌÏêÞÏêÆ��«óėđ�èºê��Ĉ���ģ�ĩ�óÄ�ÄėáĸááÏêÆ�ÌºĄ�Ąóè�êđÏ�³ºĈÏĄºĈɊ�ĈÌº�ÏĈ�«ėÏá³ÏêÆ�Ì�«ÏđĈ�
for how she perceives all men, i.e., as a means to an end. Both physical and emotional 
ó«ÛºđÏĸ�đÏóê��Ąº�ĈºáĸĈÌɐ��óđÌ�đĄº�đ�ĀºóĀáº��Ĉ�ó«ÛºđĈ�ÏêĈđº�³�óÄ��Ĉ�Ìėè�ê�«ºÏêÆĈɐ



�Ę°ƋƉĜŸƉÎƚĬƋƚųåƉƋåĬĬĜĹčƉƵŅĵåĹũ
\êº�óÄ�đÌº�è�ÛóĄ�ĀóÏêđĈ�Ïê�óėĄ�ɩi�ĄºêđɭĈ�.ėÏ³º�đó��ê³ºĄĈđ�ê³ÏêÆ�đÌº�ióĄê�zÌĄº�đɪ�ÏĈ�
đÌ�đ�ėáđėĄº�ÏĈ�«ºÏêÆ�ɩĀóĄêÏĸº³ɐɪ��ºÌ�ĢÏóĄĈ��ê³�Ĉºê�ĄÏóĈ�óêº�óêáĩ��ºĀđ�«áº�ģÏđÌÏê�
ĀóĄê��Ąº�«ºóèÏêÆ�êóĄè�áÏįº³�Ïê�ĀóĀ�ėáđėĄºɐ��óèºê��Ąº�ÆºđđÏêÆ�đÌº�èºĈĈ�Æº�đÌĄóėÆÌ�
óėêđáºĈĈ��ĢºêėºĈ�đÌ�đ�ó«ÛºđÏÄĩÏêÆ�đÌºèĈºáĢºĈ�ĈºĨė�ááĩ�ÏĈ�ºèĀóģºĄÏêÆɐ�\êº�ºĨ�èĀáº�ÏĈ�
�ºĩóêºɭĈ�ĀºĄÄóĄè�êº��đ�đÌº�ȪȨȩȬ�Qz���Ï³ºó�QėĈÏ��ģ�Ą³Ĉɐ�6ºĄ�ĀºĄÄóĄè�êº�Ïêáė³º³�
stripper-inspired dancing, as well as a feminist quote that said that women are sexual 
«ºÏêÆĈɐ�zÌÏĈ�èºĈĈ�Æº�ÏĈ�ºĨđĄºèºáĩ�óêÄėĈÏêÆɊ�Ā�ĄđÏėá�Ąáĩ�«º�ėĈº�óÄ�ÏđĈ�Ā�ĄđÏ�á�đĄėđÌĈɐ�

More recently, Christina Aguilera collaborated with Demi Lovato on female 
empowerment anthem “Fall in Line,” a beautiful song about not giving in to others’ 
standards (“You are not beholden / You do not owe them / Your body and your soul”). 
zÌÏĈ�ģ�Ĉ�Ąºáº�Ĉº³�ÛėĈđ��ÄđºĄ��êóđÌºĄ�óÄ�ÌºĄ�ĈÏêÆáºĈɊ�ɩAccelerate,” which is full of sexual 
Ïêêėºê³ó�ɞ�ê³�ģÌóĈº�èėĈÏ�ĢÏ³ºó�ÏĈ�ÌÏÆÌáĩ�ĈºĨė�áÏįº³ɟɐ

�³³ÏđÏóê�ááĩɊ�ģóèºê��Ąº�«óè«�Ą³º³�«ĩ�đÌº�Ĉ�èº�ÌĩĀºĄĈºĨė�áÏįº³�Ïè�ÆºĈ�đÌ�đ�èºê�
are. But the message women are getting is that they need to be like the women in 
đÌóĈº�Ïè�ÆºĈɐ�zÌºĩ�êºº³�đó�«º�ĀÌĩĈÏ�ááĩ�«º�ėđÏÄėá�ɞ�óĄ³ÏêÆ�đó���ėáđėĄºɭĈ��Ą«ÏđĄ�Ąĩ�
standards). If a man does not desire them sexually, then they are not valuable. If guys 
don’t ask to see their nude pictures, don’t want to date them, or don’t want to sleep 
ģÏđÌ�đÌºèɊ�đÌºê�đÌºĩ��Ąº�ėêģóĄđÌĩ�Ïê�Ĉóèº�ģ�ĩɐ�ɞSóđºɉ�zÌº�đóĀÏ�óÄ�ĀóĄêóÆĄ�ĀÌĩ�ÏĈ�
closely to related to that of sexting, so check out our “i�ĄºêđɭĈ�.ėÏ³º�đó�qºĨđÏêÆ” for 
more.)

It’s ironic that the popularity of 50 Shades�Ì�Ĉ�ĄóėÆÌáĩ�óÏêÏ³º³�ģÏđÌ�đÌº�ɏQºzóó�
campaign, which is helping draw awareness to sexual abuse. Anti-porn website Fight 
the New Drug Ąººêđáĩ�Äº�đėĄº³���ăėÏį where users could read passages that were either 
excerpts from 50 Shades�óĄ�ģºĄº�ɏQºzóó�ĀóĈđĈɐ�zÌº�đģó��Ąº�³ÏĈđėĄ«ÏêÆáĩ�ĈÏèÏá�Ąɐ�zÌÏĈ�
ÛėĨđ�ĀóĈÏđÏóê�ÌÏÆÌáÏÆÌđĈ�đÌº�³ººĀ�ÌĩĀóĄÏĈĩ�óÄ�ģÌ�đ�óėĄ�ėáđėĄº�ÏĈ�óèèėêÏ�đÏêÆ�đó�
women. 

Anti-porn advocate .�Ïá��ÏêºĈ�³ºĈĄÏ«ºĈ���óêĢºĄĈ�đÏóê she had with a convicted child 
rapist [warning: the linked video contains strong language and disturbing content]. Sexual 
predators often “groom” their potential victims, i.e., they prepare them to receive a 
ĈºĨė�á�óĵºêĈºɐ�zÌº�ÌÏá³�Ą�ĀÏĈđ�đóá³��ÏêºĈ�đÌ�đ�Ìº�Ąº�ááĩ�³Ï³êɭđ�Ì�Ģº�đó�³ó�èėÌ�đó�
ÆĄóóè�ÌÏĈ�ĢÏđÏèĈ�«º�ėĈº�ɩɫđÌº�ėáđėĄº�³Ï³���áóđ�óÄ�đÌº�ÆĄóóèÏêÆ�ÄóĄ�èºɐɭɪ��ÏêºĈ��áĈó�
quotes a pornographer who observes that culture is preparing women for porn, causing 
girls to “come to the set porn-ready.” 

�Ę°ƋƉĜŸƉŞŅųĹƉƋåĬĬĜĹčƉƵŅĵåĹũ
9Ä�ėáđėĄº�đºááĈ�ģóèºê�đÌ�đ�đÌºĩ��Ąº�ĈºĨė�á�ó«ÛºđĈɊ�ĀóĄê�ÌºÏÆÌđºêĈ�đÌº�ÏêđºêĈÏđĩ�óÄ�đÌÏĈ�
èºĈĈ�Æºɐ��óèºê�Ïê�ĀóĄê��Ąº�óĢºĄáĩ�ĈºĨė�áÏįº³Ɋ�đÌºÏĄ�«ó³ĩ�Ā�ĄđĈ�ºĨ�ÆÆºĄ�đº³ɐ�9Ä�đÌºĩ��Ąº�
not outrageously beautiful (according to porn’s standards), they have no value. 

Porn typically portrays men as dominating and women as submissive. So you might 
think that the message women get from porn is that they need to debase themselves 
�ê³�«º�ºĨđĄºèºáĩ�Ĉė«èÏĈĈÏĢºɐ�6óģºĢºĄɊ�đÌº�èºĈĈ�Æº�ĀóĄê�ÏĈ��đė�ááĩ�óèèėêÏ�đÏêÆ�



to women is consistent with the one that culture is giving them: Sex is power. It might 
look like submission, but according to porn’s narrative, the beauty and desirability of 
women is the key to having power and control.

What’s the current state of female exposure to 
ŞŅųĹũ

zÌº�National Center on Sexual Exploitation (NCSE) reports that “teenage girls and 
ĩóėêÆ�ģóèºê��Ąº�ĈÏÆêÏĸ�êđáĩ�èóĄº�áÏÞºáĩ�đó��đÏĢºáĩ�ĈººÞ�óėđ�ĀóĄê�đÌ�ê�ģóèºê�Ȫȭ�
years old and above.” Almost half of women who are young adults see using porn as 
normal. 62% of women have been exposed to porn by the time they are 18 years old. 
Another study of women who were college-aged found that over half of them had 
encountered sexually graphic content by the time they were 14. 

In Pornhub’s 2017 Year in Review (warning: these stats are on the Pornhub domain and 
are very disturbing), the website (one of the biggest porn sites in the world) proudly 
observes that the number of searches for “porn for women” on its site is on the rise. 
Pornhub found that women make up roughly 26% of visitors to its site, pointing 
óėđ�đÌ�đ�đÌº�êėè«ºĄ�óÄ�Äºè�áº�ėĈºĄĈ�óê�đÌº�ĈÏđº�ÆĄºģ�óĢºĄ�đÌº�Ā�Ĉđ�ĩº�Ą�«ĩ�ȫȭȱʘɐ�
Disturbingly, in Pornhub’s analysis of the most popular search terms among men and 
women, “gangbang” was the seventh most searched term among women, but didn’t 
ºĢºê�è�Þº�Ïđ�Ïêđó�đÌº�đóĀ�ȩȭ�èóĈđ�ĀóĀėá�Ą�Ĉº�ĄÌºĈ��èóêÆ�èºêɐ

�ŅƉƵĘƼƉÚŅƉƵŅĵåĹƉƵ°ƋÎĘƉŞŅųĹũ
1. Accident and Curiosity
E�Ĉóê��º�êɊ�Äóėê³ºĄ�óÄ��ê³�óėêĈºáóĄ��đ�đÌº��êÏđº³�GÏêÆ³óèɭĈ�è�Ïê�ĀóĄê�óėêĈºáÏêÆ�
service, says that both male and female porn addiction follow the same basic patterns. 
Men and women are exposed somehow, become addicted, and then search for 
ÏêĄº�ĈÏêÆáĩ�ÆĄ�ĀÌÏ�óêđºêđɐ�\êº�³ÏĵºĄºêºɊ�ÌóģºĢºĄɊ�ÏĈ�đÌ�đ�ģóèºê�đºê³�đó�Äººá�èėÌ�
guiltier than men do.

qÏêÆºĄ��ê³�ĈóêÆģĄÏđºĄ��ė³Ąºĩ��ĈĈ�³�ɞ«ɐ�ȩȱȰȫɟ�Ì�Ĉ�ĈĀóÞºê�Āė«áÏáĩ��«óėđ�ÌºĄ�óģê�
ºĨĀºĄÏºêº��Ĉ���ĀóĄê��³³Ïđ�«ºÄóĄº�.ó³�Ĉºđ�ÌºĄ�ÄĄººɐ��º�ÌÏÆÌáĩ�Ąºóèèºê³�ÌºÞÏêÆ�óėđ�
one of her talks hereɐ��ĈĈ�³�Ą�ê��ĄóĈĈ�ĀóĄê��Ï³ºêđ�ááĩ�ģÌºê�ĈÌº�Ĉ�ģ�Ïđ�óê�z��Ïê�ÌºĄ�
Ā�ĄºêđĈɭ�«�Ĉºèºêđɐ�6ºĄ�ėĄÏóĈÏđĩ�ĀÏăėº³Ɋ�ĈÌº�óêđÏêėº³�ģ�đÌÏêÆ�Ïđ�ÄóĄ�đģó�ĩº�ĄĈ�ºĢºê�
as she was highly involved in her church. 

2. It’s Addictive
ióĄê�Ì�Ĉ���ĀóģºĄÄėá�ÏèĀ�đ�óê�đÌº�«Ą�Ïêɐ�9đ�Ąºáº�ĈºĈ���³óĀ�èÏêº�ĄėĈÌ��ê³�Ì�Ĉ��ê�ºĵºđ�
similar to that of other addictive substances. A key reason, therefore, why women 
ģ�đÌ�ĀóĄê�ÏĈ�«º�ėĈº�óÄ�ÏđĈ��³³ÏđÏĢº�ĀĄóĀºĄđÏºĈɐ�zÌº�NCSE reports:

Researchers…extrapolated that, when compared to those addicted to gambling or drugs, 
problematic pornography users experience more powerful and faster conditioning to 
anything associated with their use (computer, being alone, pop-ups, etc.).

zÌº�ĀóģºĄ�óÄ�ĀóĄê�đó��ėĈº��ê��³³ÏđÏĢº�Ì�«Ïđ�ÏĈ�ĈėÌ�đÌ�đ�ģóèºê�èÏÆÌđ�óêđÏêėº�



ģ�đÌÏêÆ�ÏđɊ�êóđ�«º�ėĈº�đÌºĩ�ģ�êđ�đó�Ĉó�èėÌ��Ĉ�ÏđɭĈ�ÛėĈđ�ģÌ�đ�đÌºĩ�³ó��đ�Ā�ĄđÏėá�Ą�
times or in certain places. 

3.  No One Is Discipling Women About Sex
Silence about sex and porn increases the likelihood that women will fall prey to sexual 
addiction or sexual abuse. Despite its lies, culture is right about this: Women are sexual 
beings, and their sexuality is powerful. Women need mentors to acknowledge, validate, 
and steward this aspect of their natures. But many churches don’t talk about sex at all, 
apart from communicating that sex is for marriage and that women are supposed to be 
pure outside of it. 

Culture, on the other hand, is constantly talking to women about what their sexuality is 
and how to use it. Assad believes that her struggle with porn was severely compounded 
by the fact that her church never talked about sex. It was also harmful that, when she 
Ìº�Ą³��ėđÌóĄÏđĩ�ĸÆėĄºĈ�đ�áÞ��«óėđ�ĀóĄêɊ�đÌºĩ��áģ�ĩĈ��ĈĈėèº³�đÌ�đ�óêáĩ�èºê�ĈđĄėÆÆáº³�
ģÏđÌ�Ïđɐ�zó�è�Þº�è�đđºĄĈ�ģóĄĈºɊ��ĈĈ�³�Ì�³�ĢÏĄđė�ááĩ�êó�ĈºĨė�á�º³ė�đÏóê��Ĉ�ĈÌº�ºêđºĄº³�
puberty, so she didn’t have terminology for understanding sex, her own body, or much 
less pornography.

4. Coping with Trauma, Wired for Intimacy
One of the reasons why people develop addictions to drugs or alcohol is because they 
turn to those substances to deal with trauma, shame, or failures in their lives. People 
turn to porn for the same reasons. If girls or women are experiencing pain in real 
áÏÄºɊ�ĀóĄê�óĵºĄĈ�đÌºè���Ä�êđ�Ĉĩ�ģÌºĄº�đÌºĩ��ê�ºĈ�Āº��ê³�ģÌºĄº�đÌºĩ��Ąº��ºĀđº³ɐ�9đ�
provides a type of outlet, a way of dealing with pain if they are not dealing with it well 
for some reason. Porn use can also simply be a response to boredom.

9ê�óėĄ�ɩi�ĄºêđɭĈ�.ėÏ³º�đó�z�áÞÏêÆ�đó��óĩĈ��«óėđ�ióĄêɊɪ�ģº�êóđº�đÌ�đ�ėáđėĄºɭĈ�ĀóĄđĄ�ĩ�á�
of men as strong and stoic can make them vulnerable to using porn because they 
have no emotional outlets. Assad believes that something similar set her up for porn 
use. For various reasons, she learned from a young age not to open up emotionally or 
ĀºĄĈóê�ááĩɐ�zÌÏĈ�Ĉºđ�ÌºĄ�ėĀ�đó�ĈđĄėÆÆáº�Ïê�ÏĈóá�đÏóê�ģÏđÌ�ÌºĄ��³³ÏđÏóêɐ�

As Dr. Juli Slattery points out, women are oriented for relationships. Women want to 
be seen, loved, and found beautiful. Pornographic stories like 50 Shades�óĵºĄ�ģóèºê�
the ability to indirectly experience being desired and being pursued, even if in a twisted 
ģ�ĩɐ�,óĄ���ģóè�ê�ģÌó�ÏĈ�áóêºáĩ��ê³�áóêÆÏêÆ�đó�Äººá�áóĢº³Ɋ�Ïđ��ê�«º�º�Ĉĩ�đó�ÛėĈđÏÄĩ�
óêĈėèÏêÆ�ĈėÌ�«óóÞĈ�óĄ�èóĢÏºĈɊ�ºĈĀºÏ�ááĩ�ĈÏêº�đÌ�đ�óêđºêđ�ÏĈ�ɩêóđ��ĵºđÏêÆɪ�
anyone else. 

6. Sexual Abuse
Culture tells us that the more sexually liberated a woman is, the more empowered she 
ģÏáá�«ºɐ��ėđ�ºĢºê��Ïº�è�Æ�įÏêºɊ�Ïê�ÏđĈ��ĄđÏáºɊ�ɩ�Ìĩ��Ąº�qó�Q�êĩ��óèºê�qº�ĄÌÏêÆ�
ÄóĄ��áđĄ�ɢ�Ïóáºêđ�ióĄêɑɪ�ĈėÆÆºĈđĈ�Ïđ�ÏĈ�đĄóė«áÏêÆ�đÌ�đ�Ĉó�è�êĩ�ģóèºê��Ąº�ĢÏºģÏêÆ�ĀóĄê�
that portrays violence against women [Note: we have deliberately not linked to this 
article because of the inappropriate images within it.].

zÌÏĈ�Ĉđė³ĩ on the relationship between porn and violence against women found the 
following: 

Female students exposed to family psychological violence and to sexual violence were 
ăÍÄçÍĵ«�çČÞĤ�åïÿ¸�ÞÍÛ¸ÞĤ�Čï�Ğ�Č«Ê�ûïÿçïÄÿ�ûÊĤȾ�¸ăû¸«Í�ÞÞĤ�ĝÍïÞ¸çČ�ûïÿçïÄÿ�ûÊĤȾ�ČÊ�ç�ČÊïă¸�



who had not been exposed. No such association was found among male students.

zÌºĄº�ĈººèĈ�đó�«º���óêêºđÏóê�«ºđģººê�ĈºĨė�á��«ėĈº��ê³�ĀóĄê�ėĈºɊ�ĈĀºÏĸ�ááĩ�ģÏđÌ�
ģóèºêɐ��ÌÏáº�đÌÏĈ�ÏĈ�ģóĄđÌ�êóđÏêÆɊ�ÏđɭĈ�ÛėĈđ�óêº�óÄ�đÌº�Ąº�ĈóêĈ�ģÌĩ�ģóèºê�ģ�đÌ�ĀóĄêɐ

BŅƵƉÚŅåŸƉŞŅųĹƉĜĵŞ°ÎƋƉƋĘåƉƵŅĵåĹƉƵĘŅƉƵ°ƋÎĘƉĜƋũ
9Ď��Ĳ¸«Ďą�yÊ¸å�hÊĦąÍ«�ÞÞĦ
�Ĉ�ģº�ó«ĈºĄĢº³Ɋ�ĀóĄê��ĵºđĈ�ĀºóĀáº�Ïê�đÌº�Ĉ�èº�ģ�ĩĈ��Ĉ�óđÌºĄ��³³ÏđÏĢº�Ĉė«Ĉđ�êºĈɐ�
Porn use impacts the brain’s prefrontal lobes, which govern a person’s willpower. 
When dopamine (which regulates pleasure and reward�Ïê�đÌº�«Ą�Ïêɟ�óêđÏêė�ááĩ�Ĺóó³Ĉ�
the brain as the result of compulsive porn use, the dopamine actually “reshapes” the 
prefrontal lobes and causes the neural cells there to decrease. So when someone feels 
a helpless “need” to use porn and loses motivation in other areas of life, there are 
actually neurological reasons why.

�º�ėĈº�đÌº�Ìėè�ê�«Ą�Ïê�³óºĈêɭđ�ĸêÏĈÌ�³ºĢºáóĀÏêÆ�ėêđÏá�đÌº�èÏ³ɢȪȨĈɊ�young women 
are especially susceptible to becoming addicted to porn. Young people are anywhere 
ÄĄóè�đģó�đó�ÄóėĄ�đÏèºĈ�èóĄº�ĈºêĈÏđÏĢº�đó�³óĀ�èÏêº�đÌ�ê��³ėáđĈ��Ąºɐ�zÌÏĈ�èº�êĈ�đÌ�đ�
addictions can take a much more powerful hold over teens than they can over adults. 
While there has been a lot of evidence showing the connection between porn and 
erectile dysfunction, porn use has also been tied to lower sexual performance and 
satisfaction in women.

See Covenant Eyes’ resource The Porn Circuit: Understand Your Brain and Break Porn Habits 
in 90 Days for a breakdown of the neurochemistry of porn addiction.

9Ď��Ĳ¸«Ďą�yÊ¸å�hąĦ«ÊðÞðÄÍ«�ÞÞĦ
�º�ėĈº�ĀóĄê�đº�ÌºĈ�ģóèºê�đÌ�đ�đÌºĩ��Ąº�ĈºĨ�ó«ÛºđĈɊ�Ïđ�ÄóááóģĈ�đÌ�đ�ģóèºê�ģÌó�ėĈº�
porn experience negative body image. Porn also causes women to feel more pressure 
to mimic pornographic scenarios in real life. Even though porn has been tied to 
making women more vulnerable to oppression, it also makes them more aggressive, 
both physically and verbally. Evidence shows that porn use leads to poor self-esteem, 
loneliness, and depression.

Porn even leads to a greater likelihood that the user will question his or her sexual 
values and orientation. Audrey Assad says that even though she wasn’t attracted to 
women in real life, she was aroused by watching the women in porn perform sexual 
acts. So when she was viewing porn, she questioned her sexual orientation.  

It Increases the Likelihood of Sexual Victimization
Not only does sexual abuse make women more vulnerable to using porn, but porn 
also makes women more vulnerable to experiencing sexual abuse. Fight the New Drug 
reports�đÌ�đ�Äºè�áº�ĀóĄê�ėĈºĄĈ�«ºđģººê�đÌº��ÆºĈ�óÄ�ȩȬ��ê³�ȩȱ�ɩģºĄº��đ���ĈÏÆêÏĸ�êđáĩ�
greater likelihood of being victims of sexual harassment or sexual assault.”

zÌÏĈ�ºĢÏ³ºêº�è�ÞºĈ�ĈºêĈº�«º�ėĈº�ĀóĄê�đº�ÌºĈ�ÏđĈ�ĢÏºģºĄĈ�đÌ�đ�ģóèºê�ºêÛóĩ�ĈºĨė�á�
violence. Women are also more likely to accept rape myths and have sexual fantasies 
about rape if they view porn.



It Destroys Relationships
Porn damages romantic relationships. It’s destructive to marriages and has been linked 
đó���ÆĄº�đºĄ�áÏÞºáÏÌóó³�óÄ��ĵ�ÏĄĈ��ê³�ÌÏÆÌºĄ�³ÏĢóĄº�Ą�đºĈɐ�ióĄê��ėĈºĈ�ĀºóĀáº�đó�đĄĩ�
out riskier sexual behavior, be more promiscuous, and to have earlier sexual debuts 
than they would have otherwise. Porn users are less likely to use condoms and are at a 
ÌÏÆÌºĄ�ĄÏĈÞ�óÄ�qz9Ĉɐ�9ĄóêÏ�ááĩɊ�ģóèºê�ºĨĀºĄÏºêº�áºĈĈ�Ąº�áɢáÏÄº�ĈºĨ�ģÏđÌ�đÌºÏĄ�Ā�ĄđêºĄĈ�
as a result of viewing porn.

�Ę°ƋƉÎ°ĹƉFƉÚŅƉƋŅƉĘåĬŞƉĵƼƉÚ°ƚčĘƋåųŠŸšƉĹŅƋƉü°ĬĬƉ
ŞųåƼƉƋŅƉŞŅųĹũ

Invest in Your Marriage and Your Family
�óėĄ�³�ėÆÌđºĄĈ�ģÏáá�Æºđ�đÌºÏĄ�ĸĄĈđ�áºĈĈóê�óê�đÌº�Ąºá�đÏóêĈÌÏĀĈ�«ºđģººê�èºê��ê³�ģóèºê�
based on your marriage/relationship. It’s crucial that you are actively investing in 
having a loving and godly marriage (if possible). 

In an interview, Christian speaker and author John Eldredge observes that research 
shows that fathers are the ones who most strongly shape gender identity in their 
ÌÏá³Ąºêɐ��ê³�đÌº�Þºĩ�ăėºĈđÏóê��áá�ģóèºê��Ąº��ĈÞÏêÆ�ÏĈɊ�ɩ�Ïáá�9�«º�ÌóĈºêɑɪ��đ�đÌºÏĄ�
core, our daughters want to be seen and cherished for who they are. Fathers, are you 
emotionally distant from your daughters or do you spend time getting to know them, 
đºááÏêÆ�đÌºè�ĩóė�áóĢº�đÌºèɊ��ê³�đºááÏêÆ�đÌºè�đÌºĩ��Ąº�ģóĄđÌĩ�óÄ�ėêóê³ÏđÏóê�á�áóĢºɑ�
.ÏĄáĈ��Ąº�ÆºđđÏêÆ�đÌº�èºĈĈ�Æº�óĢºĄ��ê³�óĢºĄ��Æ�Ïê�đÌ�đ�đÌºÏĄ�«º�ėđĩ�ÏĈ�ĀÌĩĈÏ�á��ê³�
depends on certain standards. Do you tell your daughters they are beautiful even when 
đÌºĩ��Ąº�êóđ�³ĄºĈĈº³�ėĀɑ��ó�ĩóė�è�Þº�Ïđ�áº�Ą�đÌ�đ�ģÌ�đ�ĩóė�èº�ê�ÏĈ�đÌºĩ��Ąº�«º�ėđÏÄėá�
ÄóĄ�ģÌó�đÌºĩ��ĄºɊ�êóđ�ÛėĈđ�ÄóĄ�Ìóģ�đÌºĩ�áóóÞɑ��Ìºê�ĩóė�Ĉºº�ĩóėĄ�³�ėÆÌđºĄĈ�ĈėºĈĈÄėááĩ�
áÏĢÏêÆ�óėđ�đÌºÏĄ�ÄºèÏêÏêÏđĩɊ�Ĉ�ĩ�«ĩ�đĄėĈđÏêÆ�Ïê�đÌº�IóĄ³�³ėĄÏêÆ�³ÏĶėáđ�ÏĄėèĈđ�êºĈɊ�
ºêóėĄ�ÆÏêÆ�óđÌºĄĈɊ�óĄ�«ĩ�ĈÌóģÏêÆ�ĈđĄºêÆđÌ�óÄ�Ì�Ą�đºĄɊ�³ó�ĩóė��ĶĄè�đÌóĈº�ăė�áÏđÏºĈ�
�ê³�ĀĄ�ÏĈº�đÌºÏĄ�ÏêêºĄ�«º�ėđĩɑ

QóèĈɊ�ĩóėĄ�³�ėÆÌđºĄĈ�êºº³�ĩóėĄ�áóĢº��ê³��ĵºđÏóê��Ĉ�ģºááɊ��ê³�đÌºĩ�êºº³�ÄóĄ�ĩóė�đó�
vulnerably live out what it means to be a godly woman. We know one woman whose 
èóđÌºĄ�Ì�«Ïđė�ááĩ�ĈóėÆÌđ�.ó³�đÌĄóėÆÌ��Ï«áº�Ĉđė³ĩɊ�ĀĄ�ĩºĄɊ��ê³�Ä�ĈđÏêÆ��áá�đÌĄóėÆÌóėđ�
the daughter’s childhood. When the daughter was an appropriate age, her mother told 
ÌºĄ��«óėđ�ÌºĄ�Ā�ĈđɊ�Ïêáė³ÏêÆ�ÌºĄ�ĈºĨė�á�«ĄóÞºêêºĈĈɐ�zÌº�èóđÌºĄ�ĈÌ�Ąº³�đÌº�áºĈĈóêĈ�
.ó³�đ�ėÆÌđ�ÌºĄ��Ĉ�ĈÌº�Ìº�áº³�ÄĄóè�đÌóĈº�ºĨĀºĄÏºêºĈ�ɞģÌÏÌ�đóóÞ���áóêÆ�đÏèºɟɐ�"Ģºê�Ïê�
the daughter’s adulthood, her mother is still persevering in her faith and still wrestling 
ÌóêºĈđáĩ�«ºÄóĄº�.ó³ɐ�qÌºɭĈ�ĈÏèĀáĩ�ģóĄÞÏêÆ�đÌĄóėÆÌ�ÌºĄ�ĀºĄĈóê�á�Ì�ááºêÆºĈ��ê³�³óºĈêɭđ�
Ĉºº�ÌºĄĈºáÄ��Ĉ�³óÏêÆ��êĩđÌÏêÆ�Ā�ĄđÏėá�Ąáĩ�ĈĀºÏ�áɐ��ėđ�ÌºĄ�ºĨ�èĀáº�ÏĈ���ĈÏÆêÏĸ�êđ�
testimony to her daughter of how to authentically seek the Lord. 

�óºĈ�ĩóėĄ�Ä�èÏáĩ�Ì�Ģº���ėáđėĄº�óÄ�áóĢº�óĄ�ÏĈ�Ïđ�ĀºĄÄóĄè�êºɢ«�Ĉº³ɑ��ó�ĩóėĄ�³�ėÆÌđºĄĈ�
Þêóģ�đÌ�đɊ�êó�è�đđºĄ�Ìóģ�èėÌ�đÌºĩ�Ä�ÏáɊ�ĩóėĄ�áóĢº�ÄóĄ�đÌºè�ģÏáá�êºĢºĄ�Æó��ģ�ĩɑ�\Ą�
³ó�đÌºĩ�đÌÏêÞ�ĩóėĄ�áóĢº�ÏĈ�«�Ĉº³�óê�đÌºÏĄ�«ºÌ�ĢÏóĄɑ�"Ģºê�ÏÄ�ĩóė�Þêóģ�đÌ�đ�ĩóėĄ�áóĢº�ÏĈ�
unconditional, your daughters need to repeatedly hear and see that from you. Are you 
ĀėĄĈėÏêÆ�Ąºá�đÏóêĈÌÏĀĈ�ģÏđÌ�ĩóėĄ�³�ėÆÌđºĄĈɑ�9Ä�ĩóė�³óêɭđ�Ì�Ģº�Ąºá�đÏóêĈÌÏĀĈ�«�Ĉº³�óê�
love and trust, they will not feel safe sharing their personal struggles with you.

A note about sexual abuse. Sexual abuse does not mean your daughters are going to 



turn to porn, nor does using porn automatically mean your daughters will be sexually 
�«ėĈº³ɐ�6óģºĢºĄɊ�ÆÏĢºê�đÌº�ºĢÏ³ºêº�ĀóÏêđÏêÆ�đó���óêêºđÏóê�«ºđģººê�đÌº�đģó��èóêÆ�
females, it would be wise to be extra vigilant about porn addiction if your daughter has 
ever been abused. If she has, we strongly recommend getting professional counseling if 
you are not already seeking it.

l¸«ðÄçÍĬ¸�yÊ�Ď��ðå¸ç��ā¸�Íç�hāÍąðç��Þðç¸
iºóĀáº�ģÏ³ºáĩ�ĄºóÆêÏįº�đÌ�đ�èºê�ĈđĄėÆÆáº�ģÏđÌ�áėĈđɊ�«ėđ�đºê³�êóđ�đó�đÌÏêÞ�ÏđɭĈ��ê�
ÏèĀóĄđ�êđ�Ĉė«Ûºđ�đó��³³ĄºĈĈ�ģÏđÌ�ģóèºêɐ�zÌÏĈ�ÏÆêóĄ�êº�ĀėđĈ�ģóèºê��đ���ĈÏÆêÏĸ�êđ�
disadvantage because they lack the accountability and support that men often have. 
�ė³Ąºĩ��ĈĈ�³�ėĈºĈ�đÌº��ê�áóÆĩ�óÄ���ĀĄÏĈóê��ê³�Ĉ�ĩĈɊ�ɩQºê��Ąº�Ïê�Û�Ïá�đóÆºđÌºĄɐɪ�Qºê�
èÏÆÌđ�«º�Ïê�đÌº�Û�Ïá�ºáá�óÄ�ĈºĨė�á�«óê³�ÆºɊ�«ėđ�đÌºĩ��Ąº�ĈėĀĀóĄđÏêÆ�º�Ì�đÌĄóėÆÌ�đÌºÏĄ�
ĈÏđė�đÏóêɐ��óèºê��Ąº�Ïê�đÌº�Ĉ�èº�ĀĄÏĈóêɊ�«ėđ�đÌºĩ��Ąº�Ïê�ĈóáÏđ�Ąĩ�óêĸêºèºêđɐ�One 
trained counselor�ɩ�ááĈ�ģóèºêɭĈ��³³ÏđÏóê�đó�ĀóĄêóÆĄ�ĀÌĩ�ɫģÏ³ºĈĀĄº�³��ê³�ĈÏáºêđɐɭɪ

Bear in mind that, while this guide is on porn, it is completely possible to struggle with 
sexual fantasies and masturbation without ever looking at porn. No matter what, your 
daughters need you to disciple them about their sexuality. 

Don’t Just Have “the Talk,” but Many Talks
�º��êêóđ��ĵóĄ³�đó�Ì�Ģº�ÛėĈđ�óêº�ɩĈºĨ�đ�áÞɪ�ģÏđÌ�óėĄ�³�ėÆÌđºĄĈɐ��º�êºº³�đó�Ì�Ģº�
ongoing conversations as they grow up on sexuality, lust, what it means to be a 
ģóè�êɊ��ê³�Ĉó�óêɐ�qºº�óėĄ�đÌº�ĸĄĈđ�ÆėÏ³º�Ïê�đÌÏĈ�«ėê³áº�ÄóĄ�Ìóģ�đó�đ�áÞ��«óėđ�ĈºĨ�Ïê��Æº�
appropriate ways. Following are some ideas for questions you might discuss with your 
older daughters, always remembering that these conversations must take place in the 
context of much prayer and a trusting relationship.

Discussion Questions
• �Ì�đ�³ó�ĩóė�đÌÏêÞ�Ïđ�èº�êĈ�đó�«º���ģóè�êɑ
• �Ì�đ��Ąº�Ĉóèº�óÄ�ėáđėĄºɭĈ�èºĈĈ�ÆºĈ��«óėđ�ģÌ�đ�Ïđ�èº�êĈ�đó�«º���ģóè�êɑ
• �Ì�đ�³ó�ĩóėĄ�è�áº��ê³�Äºè�áº�ÄĄÏºê³Ĉ�đÌÏêÞ�Ïđ�èº�êĈ�đó�«º���ģóè�êɑ
• �Ì�đ�ÆėÏ³�êº�³óºĈ�đÌº��Ï«áº�ĀĄóĢÏ³º��«óėđ�«ºÏêÆ���ģóè�êɑ
• �Ì�đ�³óºĈ�ĀóĄê�Ĉ�ĩ�Ïđ�èº�êĈ�đó�«º���ģóè�êɑ��Ì�đ�ÏĈ�ĀóĄêɭĈ�ĢÏĈÏóê�ÄóĄ���ģóè�êɭĈ�
ĀėĄĀóĈº��ê³�Ï³ºêđÏđĩɑ

• �Ì�đ�ÏĈ�ĀóĄê�đº�ÌÏêÆ�ĩóė��«óėđ�èºêɑ
• �ó�ĩóė�Þêóģ�đÌº�³�đ��đÌ�đ�ĈÌóģĈ�Ìóģ�ĀóĄê��ĵºđĈ�ģóèºêɑ
• All persuasive lies have some truth in them. What are the truths about men and 
ģóèºê�đÌ�đ�ĀóĄê�ÏĈ�đģÏĈđÏêÆɑ

• 6óģ�³óºĈ�ĀóĄêɭĈ�ĢÏĈÏóê�óèĀ�Ąº�ģÏđÌ�.ó³ɭĈ�ĢÏĈÏóê�ÄóĄ�6ÏĈ�ÌÏá³ĄºêɊ��ê³�ÄóĄ�
ģóèºê�ĈĀºÏĸ�ááĩɑ

• �ó�ĩóė�«ºáÏºĢº�đÌ�đ�.ó³�ÏĈ��ááÏêÆ�ĩóė�đó���«ºđđºĄ�ĈđóĄĩ�đÌ�ê�ĀóĄêɭĈɖėáđėĄºɭĈ�ĈđóĄĩɑ
• 6óģ�³ó�ĩóė�đÌÏêÞ�ĀºóĀáº�ĈÌóėá³�Ì�ê³áº�đÌºÏĄ�ĈºĨė�á�ėĄÆºĈ�ÏÄ�đÌºĩ��êɭđ��đ�óê�đÌºè�
«ĩ�Ì�ĢÏêÆ�ĈºĨ�óĄ�«ĩ�ĢÏºģÏêÆ�ĀóĄêóÆĄ�ĀÌĩɑ��óºĈ�đÌº��Ï«áº�ÆÏĢº�ėĈ��êĩ�ÆėÏ³�êº�óê�
ģÌ�đ�đó�³óɑ��Ì�đ�ÏĈ�đÌº�Ģ�áėº�óÄ��«ĈđÏêºêº��ê³�Ìóģ�èÏÆÌđ�Ïđ�ÌºáĀ�ĩóėĄ�ÌÏá³Ąºê�
³ºĢºáóĀ�óđÌºĄ�ÄóĄèĈ�óÄ�³ÏĈÏĀáÏêº��Ĉ�đÌºĩ�ÆĄóģ�óá³ºĄɑ



�Ę°ƋƉÚŅƉFƉÚŅƉĜüƉĵƼƉÚ°ƚčĘƋåųƉĘ°ŸƉĬŅŅĩåÚƉ°ƋƉŞŅųĹũ
iĄóđºđ��óėêÆ�QÏê³Ĉ�Ì�Ĉ��ê�ºĨºááºêđ�ĄºĈóėĄº��ááº³�đÌº�ɩqQ�mz�iá�ê�.ėÏ³º�ÄóĄ�
Parents,” which gives advice on how to react if you discover your kids are looking at 
porn. You can download it here.

1. Be Calm and Tell Her You Love Her
Don’t succumb to anger or despair. React in love, not condemnation. You will obviously 
be grieved, but it is crucial that your daughter immediately knows you still love her very 
èėÌɐ�9Ä�ĈÌº�Ì�Ĉ�Ģóáėêđ�ĄÏáĩ�óèº�đó�ĩóė��ê³�óêÄºĈĈº³Ɋ�đÌ�đ�ÏĈ�ÌėÆºɐ�6�."Ɍ�"ĨĀĄºĈĈ�
how thankful you are that she was willing to trust you. If she confesses and then gets 
the message that you really aren’t a safe place to go, she won’t come to you any more 
with her struggles. Your love for her in that moment is a powerful example of the love 
that Christ has for all of us.

2. Seek Accountability in Community
zÌº�óĀĀóĈÏđº�óÄ��³³ÏđÏóê�ÏĈ�êóđ�Ĉó«ĄÏºđĩɊ�«ėđ�óêêºđÏóê. Your daughter needs 
�óėêđ�«ÏáÏđĩ�ģÏđÌÏê���óèèėêÏđĩɐ�zÌÏĈ�óèèėêÏđĩ�èėĈđ�«º�trustworthy and it must 
be founded on honesty. It needs to be a safe place where people will not be shamed for 
their failures, but are willing to lovingly call each other out. If your church doesn’t have 
a resource that could help her, consider looking into a 12-step program in your area. 
It also is not a bad idea to seek out professional counseling. Some online resources we 
recommend, both for accountability and for gaining information, are:

• Pure Desire MinistriesɠÄóėĈºĈ�óê�óĢºĄóèÏêÆ�ĈºĨė�á��³³ÏđÏóêɊ�óĵºĄĈ�ĈėĀĀóĄđ�
groups, has extensive resources on the site.

• Celebrate Recovery—Christ-centered 12-step program for people struggling with 
addiction.

• mzĄÏ«º—an app for those who struggle with pain or addiction; provides 
accountability in community, as well as other resources.

• Fortify—web-based platform; provides online community for overcoming porn 
addiction.

• Covenant EyesɠóêáÏêº�ĀóĄê�ĸáđºĄɕ��óėêđ�«ÏáÏđĩ�ÄóėĈɊ�ºĨđºêĈÏĢº�óêáÏêº��ĄđÏáºĈɐ

3. Get Serious
�óė��ê³�ĩóėĄ�³�ėÆÌđºĄĈ�êºº³�đó��ĀĀĄó�Ì�ĄºóĢºĄĩ�ĄºóÆêÏįÏêÆ�đÌ�đ�ĩóėɭáá�Ì�Ģº�đó�
ĈºĄÏóėĈáĩ�³º�á�ģÏđÌ�đÌº�ÏĈĈėº�óĢºĄ��ê�ºĨđºê³º³�ĀºĄÏó³�óÄ�đÏèºɐ�zÌÏĈ�èº�êĈ�ĈºđđÏêÆ�
«óėê³�ĄÏºĈ�đÌ�đ�èÏÆÌđ�Ĉººè�ºĨđĄºèºɐ��Ìºê�EºĈėĈ�đ�áÞº³��«óėđ�áėĈđ�Ïê�Q�đđÌºģ�ȭɊ�6º�
Ĉ�Ï³�ÏÄ�óėĄ�ĄÏÆÌđ�Ì�ê³�óĵºê³Ĉ�ėĈɊ�đÌºê�ģº�óėÆÌđ�đó�ėđ�Ïđ�óĵɐ�zÌÏĈ�ģ�Ĉ�êóđ���Ĉđ�đºèºêđ�
meant to be taken literally, but rather to express the seriousness with which we need 
đó�đ�Þº�óėĄ�ĈÏêɐ�zÌÏĈ�óėá³�èº�ê�đóđ�ááĩ�ėđđÏêÆ�óėđ�ºĄđ�Ïê�ÄĄÏºê³ĈÌÏĀĈɐ��º�Þêóģ�Ĉóèº�
ģóèºê�ģÌó��Ąº�ĄºóĢºĄÏêÆ�³ĄėÆ��³³ÏđĈɐ�zÌºĩ�Ì�Ģº�ĄºóÆêÏįº³�đÌ�đ�ÏÄ�đÌºĩ��Ąº�đĄėáĩ�êóđ�
ÆóÏêÆ�đó�ėĈº��êĩèóĄºɊ�đÌºĩ�êºº³�đó�ėđ�ºĄđ�Ïê�ÄĄÏºê³ĈÌÏĀĈ�óėđ�óÄ�đÌºÏĄ�áÏĢºĈɐ�zÌºĄº�ÏĈ�êó�
hesitation or question in their minds that if they do not, they will go back to using and 
dealing drugs.

4. Identify Triggers, Set up Boundaries
Sit down with your daughter and identify the patterns and circumstances surrounding 
ÌºĄ�ĀóĄê�ĢÏºģÏêÆɐ��Ì�đ��Ąº�ÌºĄ�đĄÏÆÆºĄĈɑ�9Ĉ�Ïđ�«óĄº³óèɑ���ºĄđ�Ïê�Āá�º�óĄ�đÏèº�óÄ�
³�ĩɑ��óºĈ�ĈÌº�êºº³�đó�ÆÏĢº�ĩóė�ÌºĄ�Ĉè�ĄđĀÌóêº��đ�êÏÆÌđɑ�Q�ĩ«º�ÏÄ�ĈÌº�óêđÏêėºĈ���
relationship with a certain friend, they only meet in public places. Set consequences, 



êóđ�ÛėĈđ�ÄóĄ�ĢÏºģÏêÆ�ĀóĄê��Æ�ÏêɊ�«ėđ�ÄóĄ�«Ąº�ÞÏêÆ�đÌº�«óėê³�ĄÏºĈɐ�,óĄ�ºĨ�èĀáºɊ�Ĉ�ĩ�óêº�
of the boundaries is no phone in her room at night and the consequence is she loses her 
phone for a week. If she brings her phone into her room at night, even if she doesn’t 
áóóÞ��đ�ĀóĄêɊ�ĈÌº�ĈđÏáá�ÆºđĈ�đÌº�óêĈºăėºêº�óÄ�áóĈÏêÆ�đÌº�ĀÌóêº�ÄóĄ���ģººÞɐ�zÌº�Ï³º��ÏĈ�
that she experiences the consequences before even getting to the point of viewing porn 
again. 

Some people might question the strategy behind setting such consequences, seeing 
đÌºè��Ĉ�ÏÆêóĄÏêÆ�đÌº�ÆĄ�º�.ó³�óĵºĄĈ�ėĈɐ��ėđ�đÌº�ĀėĄĀóĈº�óÄ�đÌºĈº�èº�ĈėĄºĈ�ÏĈ�đó�
retrain addicts and rewire their brains to associate porn with a negative feeling. 
In the heat of the moment, your daughter is not likely to consider the long-term 
consequences of using porn. She is, however, more likely to want to avoid an immediate 
consequence like losing her phone. Over time, this repercussion helps build up her 
brain’s willpower so she can better resist temptation. We all need accountability and 
self-discipline for our various struggles, and training ourselves to be obedient to Christ 
³óºĈ�êóđ�êºÆ�đº�đÌº��«ėê³�êđ�ÆĄ�º�6º�ÆÏĢºĈ�ėĈ�ģÌºê�ģº�Ä�Ïáɐ

5. Get Educated, Educate, and Serve
6ºáĀ�ĩóėĄ�³�ėÆÌđºĄ�đó�Æºđ�º³ė�đÏóê��«óėđ�ĀóĄêɊ�ĈºĨė�á��«ėĈºɊ��ê³�ĈºĨ�đĄ�ĶÞÏêÆɐ�
Encourage her to educate others in some way about porn’s consequences. Find ways to 
serve victims of sexual exploitation. It’s harder for us to stay addicted to a sexual sin if 
we’re constantly talking to other people about how harmful it is. 

6. Don’t Assume You’re Out of the Woods
qóèºđÏèºĈ�.ó³�èÏĄ�ėáóėĈáĩ�Ìº�áĈ�ĀºóĀáºɊ�«ėđ��³³ÏđÏóê�ÏĈ���ĩáºɊ��ê³�ĩóė�ĈÌóėá³�
expect that it will take time to break it. If your daughter is or becomes a recovered porn 
addict, it’s crucial you do not assume that the struggle is gone for goodɐ�9đ�đ�ÞºĈ�ȱȨ�
days for the brain to rewire and ongoing accountability not to slide back into old habits. 
What’s more, living in recovery from addiction is a lifelong process. You should never 
assume your daughter’s struggle is gone for good. We know of two addicts who were 
each sober for about 20 years before they relapsed. It’s essential that your daughter 
practices wise habits, no matter long she has been living a porn-free life.

7. Be Consistent in Your Family Habits
Evaluate the media you consume as a family, and commit not to watch anything that 
ĈºĨė�áÏįºĈ�óĄ�ó«ÛºđÏĸºĈ�ĀºóĀáºɐ��º�óêĈÏĈđºêđ�Ïê��áá��Ąº�Ĉ�óÄ�ĩóėĄ�áÏÄºɐ

8. Utilize Older Siblings!
Older siblings are a formidable but easy-to-overlook resource. If you have more than 
óêº�³�ėÆÌđºĄɊ�è�Þº�ĈėĄº�đÌº�óá³ºĈđ�ÞêóģĈ�đÌº�ÏêĹėºêº�ĈÌº�Ì�Ĉ�óĢºĄ�ÌºĄ�ĩóėêÆºĄ�
ĈÏĈđºĄĈɐ�zÌº�óá³ºĈđ�ĈÏĈđºĄ�Ì�Ĉ�đÌÏĈ�ÏêĹėºêº�ģÌºđÌºĄ�ĈÌº��«�ê³óêĈ�Ïđ�óĄ�ėĈºĈ�Ïđ�ÄóĄ�Æóó³ɐ��
If she is willing, she can be a mentor to her younger sister(s) and help protect them 
from porn addiction.

9. Don’t Forget That It’s a Heart Issue
\ĢºĄóèÏêÆ��³³ÏđÏóê�óĄ�ºĢºê�ėĄÏóĈÏđĩ�ĄºăėÏĄºĈ�Ïèèº³Ï�đº�«ºÌ�ĢÏóĄ�èó³Ïĸ�đÏóêɐ�
But remember that the root issue is one of the heart. If your daughter does not have a 
Ì�êÆº�óÄ�Ìº�Ąđ�Ïê�ģÌ�đ�ĈÌº�áóĢºĈ��ê³�Ìóģ�ĈÌº�ĈººĈ�ÌºĄĈºáÄɊ�êó��èóėêđ�óÄ�ºĵóĄđ�đó�ÌºáĀ�
ÌºĄ�Ì�êÆº�ÌºĄ�«ºÌ�ĢÏóĄ�ģÏáá�«º�ºĵºđÏĢº�Ïê�đÌº�áóêÆ�Ąėêɐ�



10. You Can’t Help Your Daughter If You Need Help Yourself
,Ïê�ááĩɊ�ģº�ģ�êđ�đó�ĄºóÆêÏįº�đÌ�đ�è�êĩ�Ā�ĄºêđĈ��ê³ɖóĄ�đÌºÏĄ�ĈĀóėĈºĈ��Ąº�ĈđĄėÆÆáÏêÆ�
with porn addictions. If you or your spouse is using porn, you will not be able to give 
your daughter the help she needs. Follow the advice we’ve provided here insofar as 
Ïđ��ĀĀáÏºĈ�đó�ĩóėɊ�ºĈĀºÏ�ááĩ�đÌº�Ąºóèèºê³�đÏóêĈ�đó�Æºđ�óėêĈºááÏêÆ��ê³�ÛóÏê���áó�á�
recovery program.

�°ƴå°ƋŸƉüŅųƉƋĘåƉ`°ųųĜ°čåě`ĜĹÚåÚ
Before we conclude, we want to mention a couple of encouragements for young women 
who hope to marry one day. Several young men we know have encountered Christian 
women who are not willing to even consider dating a guy who has been addicted to 
ĀóĄê�Ïê�đÌº�Ā�Ĉđɐ�zÌºĈº�èºê�ĸê³�đÌÏĈ�èºêđ�áÏđĩ�ºĨđĄºèºáĩ�³ÏĈóėĄ�ÆÏêÆɐ�zÌºĩ�Ì�Ģº�
repented of their porn addictions, are following Christ, have sought accountability in 
ĈėĀĀóĄđÏĢº�óèèėêÏđÏºĈɊ��ê³�êóģ�ÌóĀº�đó�ĸê³�Æó³áĩ�ģÏĢºĈɐ��ėđ�Ĉóèº�ģóèºê�ģóėá³�
ĄºÛºđ�đÌºè�óėđĄÏÆÌđ�Ĉóáºáĩ�«º�ėĈº�óÄ�đÌºÏĄ�Ā�Ĉđ�ĈÏêĈɐ�9đ�ģóėá³�³ºĸêÏđºáĩ�«º�ÄóóáÏĈÌ�đó�
pursue a relationship with someone who currently is addicted to porn. But porn is so 
Ą�èĀ�êđ�đÌ�đɠģÌÏáº�Ïđ�ÏĈ�ĀóĈĈÏ«áºɠÏđ�ÏĈ�ÄĄ�êÞáĩ�ėêĄº�áÏĈđÏ�đó�ºĨĀºđ�đó�ĸê³���Æėĩ�ģÌó�
has never struggled with it. 

\ê�đÌº�óđÌºĄ�Ì�ê³Ɋ�«º�ėĈº�ĀóĄê�ėĈº�ÏĈ�Ĉó�ĀĄºĢ�áºêđ��ê³�êóĄè�áÏįº³�Ïê�óėĄ�ėáđėĄºɊ�ĩóėĄ�
ÆÏĄáĈ�èÏÆÌđ�«ºáÏºĢº�đÌ�đ��áá�ÆėĩĈ�áóóÞ��đ�Ïđ��ê³�đÌ�đɭĈ�ÛėĈđ�Ìóģ�Ïđ�ÏĈɐ�zÌºĩ�èÏÆÌđ�«ºáÏºĢº�
đÌ�đ�ÏđɭĈ�ÏèĀóĈĈÏ«áº�đó�ĸê³���è�ê�ģÌó�ÏĈ��đÏĢºáĩ�ĄºĈÏĈđÏêÆ�đÌº�đºèĀđ�đÏóê�đó�ĢÏºģ�ĀóĄêɐ�
zÌÏĈ�ÏĈ��ê�ÏêĈÏ³ÏóėĈ�áÏºɐ��óėĄ�³�ėÆÌđºĄĈ�³ó�êóđ�êºº³�đó�Ĉºđđáº�ÄóĄ���è�ê�ģÌó�đÌÏêÞĈ�
áóóÞÏêÆ��đ�ĀóĄê�ÏĈ�óÞɐ��ÌÏáº�.ó³�êºĢºĄ�Æė�Ą�êđººĈ�ėĈ��êĩđÌÏêÆɊ�Ïêáė³ÏêÆ���áÏÄºáóêÆɊ�
godly marriage, they need to know that there are men who are pursuing Christ and 
ĄºÛºđÏêÆ�ĀóĄêɐ�Q�Þº�ĈėĄº�ĩóėĄ�³�ėÆÌđºĄĈ�Ì�Ģº���ĢÏĈÏóê�ÄóĄ�ĸê³ÏêÆ�ĈėÌ���è�ê��ê³�êóđ�
for settling for less.

Conclusion
�óĄ³ÏêÆ�đó��ė³Ąºĩ��ĈĈ�³Ɋ��ÌĄÏĈđÏ�ê�ĀÌÏáóĈóĀÌºĄ�iºđºĄ�GĄººÄđ�Ì�Ĉ�Ĉ�Ï³�đÌ�đ�đÌº�Ąº�Ĉóê�
why porn is so harmful is that it attempts to do the same thing death does: separate the 
body from the spirit. 

zÌº�Æóó³�êºģĈ�ÏĈ�đÌ�đ��ÌĄÏĈđ�Ì�Ĉ�ėêºăėÏĢó�ááĩ�³ºÄº�đº³�³º�đÌ��ê³�ÏđĈ�Ìóá³�óĢºĄ�ėĈɐ�
zÌº�ģóèºê�ģÌó�Ì�Ģº�ĈđĄėÆÆáº³�ģÏđÌ���ĀóĄê��³³ÏđÏóê��Ąº�è�êĩɊ�«ėđ�đÌº�ģóèºê�ģÌó�
have overcome porn addiction through the power of Christ are also a great cloud 
óÄ�ģÏđêºĈĈºĈɌ��óė��Ąº�êóđ�ģÏđÌóėđ�ĄºĈóėĄºĈɊ��ê³�ĩóė��Ąº�êóđ��áóêºɐ�iėĄĈėº�ĩóėĄ�
daughters, and don’t let them battle sexual temptation on their own.
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